Lift Every Voice and Sing
SATB divisi and Solo with opt. Instruments
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Quoting Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen,
Traditional Spiritual
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No-body knows the trouble I've seen.
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No-body knows like Jesus.
No-body knows the
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trou-b-le I've seen,    glo-ry hal-le-lu-jah.

Moderately, with a gospel feel \[= \text{ca. 63}\]

Lift ev-ry voice and sing till earth and
heaven ring, ring with the har-mo-nies of
lib

er-
ty. Let our re-
joy-
ing

rise high as the lis-
tening skies; let it re-

sound loud as the roll-
ing sea.

Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us;
sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us; facing the rising sun of our new day begun, let us march
on till victory is won.

the road we trod, chastening rod in the road we trod, bitter the chastening rod, felt in the
days when our hope, hope unborn had died; yet with a days when hope unborn had died;
steady beat, have not our weary

with a steady beat, not our weary
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feet come to the place for which our fathers

feet, to the place which our fathers
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sighed?

We have come over a

sighed?
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We have come over a
way that with tears has been watered; we have come, treading our
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path through the blood of the slaughtered; out from the
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gloomy past, till now we stand at
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last where the white gleam of our bright star
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Lift ev'ry

voice and sing till the earth and heaven ring. Lift ev'ry
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cast.

dim.

Glory, hallelujah, sing glory, hallelujah.

B

voice and sing till the earth and heaven ring. Lift ev'ry
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Lift every voice and sing glory, hallelujah.

Glory, hallelujah, sing glory, hallelujah.

voice and sing till the earth and heaven ring.

Lift every

Sing a song full of the hope that the present has
cresc. poco a poco

Lift every voice and sing glory, hallelujah.

cresc. poco a poco

Glory, hallelujah, sing glory, hallelujah.

voice and sing till the earth and heaven

cresc. poco a poco

cresc. poco a poco
*Repeat measures 97-100 as desired. Piano and Solo voice may *ad lib.*
on till victory,

is won. cresc.

sing glory, hallelujah.

cresc.